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Figure \[fig:compare\] shows the comparison between the CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 14 subscription (of ) and a popular
freeware graphics editor, GIMP. We present this comparison to emphasise that the number of products on the market has grown
since and, as a result, CorelDRAW is a desirable package that is increasingly required for sophisticated workflows. ![ (a)
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 14. (b) GIMP 2.10.5, originally freeware, is a flexible and powerful graphics editor with good
integration with the rest of the software in the CorelDRAW Graphics Suite family. []{datalabel="fig:compare"}](compare.pdf){width=".8\textwidth"} What can the CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 14 offer?
----------------------------------------------- As well as being *interactive*, a powerful and innovative graphics software package
such as is capable of: *Image processing* including: - *enhance*: a powerful and flexible set of filters including tools such as
clone, burn and crop, all supporting layer selection; - *adjust*: correcting colour and bringing out details in an image, including
intelligent adjustment of brightness, contrast, saturation, hue, colour balance, sharpness, brightness, and ‘the blob’; - *blur*: a
wide range of options for blurring, including special effects like dropout and emboss; - *deskew*: warping an image such that
the horizon line is perfectly horizontal; - *gradient*: adding, transforming, or remapping of gradients; - *colour*: adding or
applying colour effects to an image; - *convolve*: a collection of filters, such as grain and blur, for smoothing an image; *draw*: drawing geometric shapes, including freeform spline, polyline, arc, freeform path, ellipse and text; - *erase*: erasing
parts of an image using selective or transform erasing; - *freeform*: creating an image by transforming points or primitives. For
example, points can be translated, rotated, scaled or clipped to create an image; - *gradient*: adding a gradient to a solid line or
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